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My name is Carlos Rafael Castillo Rosado, an English language teacher. I 

have worked in some public schools in Tacna region for several years. I am 

a hired teacher. Now I am working in the emblematic school “Coronel 

Bolognesi”, one of the biggest and most crowded in the region that 

emphasizes technical education. This school is considered part of an 

educational service model named JER (Jornada Escolar Regular) which 

delivers mostly 2 pedagogical hours a week of English classes. JER might 

be translated as “partial-time school day”. All this before a pandemic 

context. During the lockdown, the Peruvian government organized an 

emergency strategy called "Learning at Home" (Aprendo en Casa), which 

consists of remote teaching, using different media like the TV, the radio, 

and the Internet. For the first couple of weeks MINEDU organized this 

strategy in a first stage, teachers collected students' and their parents' 

data like phone numbers, emails, connectivity, and any information to 

help this goal. When the “Learning at Home” strategy was deployed the 

English area was not considered, so teachers of English organized their 

classes as they could.

The staff of English teachers at Coronel Bolognesi school work as a team. 

We followed the same content directions from MINEDU (Ministry of 

Education) adapted to the school context, but each one had the 

autonomy to choose the best way to develop his/her teaching learning 
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 work on their own. When school was closed because of the pandemic, 

students studied and learned from home primarily using ICT 

(Information and Communication Technology)

Did you use any online so�ware or service a�er your school was 

closed? If so which ones? I found an interesting lesson using Prezi 

so�ware, which is a presentation tool that can be used as an alternative to 

traditional slide-making programs such as PowerPoint. Instead of slides, 

Prezi makes use of one large canvas that allows you to pan and zoom in 

and out of any part of the canvas and emphasize the ideas presented 

there. I used the classic version because I found it easier to understand 

and much friendlier, I did simple presentations about greetings and 

farewells, personal pronouns, professions and occupations, simple 

present tense, qualified adjectives, family members, present progressive 

tense and so on, I had never used it before, so I had to learn by myself. Also, 

I used an LMS (learning management system), Schoology; and a 

videoconference tool, Zoom. It was around June 2020, when the school 

bought a Google domain and joined Google Suites for Education (what 

now is Google Workspace); so teachers, students and school staff had 

access to institutional emails, Google Drive accounts, and access to some 

apps (Google Calendar, Google forms, and so on). This was a great help 

because teachers could make online videoconferences via google Meet 

and organize contents via Google Classroom with our domain, which 

guaranteed more security and privacy during remote education. All of this 

added more communication media to my WhatsApp groups (I am still 

working on how to interrelate WhatsApp with Google Classroom). In mid-

June, the English area was included in the "Learning at Home" website. 

Teachers were provided with content, worksheets and audios. The 

Education Ministry recommended that the contents must be adapted.
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according to the school context. In this line, the classrooms were grouped 

in two levels: students from first and second grade would work with Pre A1 

level material, students from third, fourth and fi�h grade with A1 level 

material. I looked for videos related to the topics of my lessons and played 

them during videoconferences, I also used PowerPoint to make 

presentations to engage students in the classes.

“The quality of my teaching during the pandemic was comparable to 

the quality of my teaching before the pandemic.” About this item, 

there are various aspects to consider, for example, according to my 

experience within remote teaching, first you need an electronic device 

(like a smartphone, tablet, laptop, or desktop) and internet signal supply 

to work in this modality, and the expertise to use them. The first remote 

class that I experienced using Zoom or Google Meet was a torment 

because students made a lot of noise. They were busy trying all the 

options of the videoconference application. In other words, they pressed 

all the buttons of the application, as at that moment I didn't know well the 

application management I could not mute to all the participants at once 

or denied them access to any options. In some cases, there were people 

who were not students that suddenly appeared in the online meetings, 

these persons distracted the class by insulting orally and writing 

nonsenses in the chat box of the videoconference; they also turned on 

Talking about this new way to classes, I can say the remote classes are 

different from the face to face class that we all are used to, because of 

many factors like: most people do not know how to use the ICT, so� wares 

and so on, we need to learn so much, but it takes time; other aspect is that 

most of the students doesn't have any learning style which they study by 

themselves, and so on. 
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their cameras and make offensive gestures with their fingers. When I 

asked the students how this was possible to happen, they said that 

possibly someone was sharing link of the class with them. In summary, I 

didn't get clear on what happened, but I think some students shared the 

link with these people to distract the class. This problematic situation 

happened several times, but it was going down little by little. Happily, I 

learned how to mute the participants, block the cameras and the chat 

box. To do this, I worked hard to learn how to use the application better. 

The bad side of this was that students cannot participate in the class, they 

only listened to me, watched the presentation and read my shared screen. 

This affected negatively my teaching work. I sent the homework to them 

by Google Classroom and they had a week as a deadline to do it, a few 

students fulfilled the tasks, and the rest apologized telling me that they 

had problems with the Internet, or that their parents didn't have money 

for the Internet, sometimes their parents called me to say that. I had no 

option and said them that they could do the homework on their own pace 

and that we were always in contact; and that if they had any questions, 

they should tell me for me to explain it better, but a few of them asked 

anything. Despite all situations, I felt more connected because of 

telecommunications. MINEDU rules weren't specific for grading, so 

teachers had to organize and decide how to grade. Finally, MINEDU 

claimed that nobody would fail the 2021 school year. In case any student 

was in this situation, he/she would have an opportunity the following year

“I believe that my students had a comparable learning experience 

during the pandemic (when schools closed) and before the 

pandemic.” I don't think so, remote teaching was an enriching 

experience despite all the given problems because some aspects didn't 

work well, such as the feedback. However, teachers learned how to use 
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Did your school provide support in helping you adjust your teaching 

strategies due to the pandemic? If so what type of support was 

provided? About this, the school where I worked and work now provided 

technological support like Google domain, institutional emails, and 

drives. Also some psychological support through videoconferences by a 

psychologist. PRECOD (a drug prevention program) gave to each teacher 

some materials such as paper, desk supplies, 01 USB flash memory, and 

the lesson plan to be worked on during the tutorial hour. 

In summary, I think that remote teaching was a challenge, but each one 

should have learned how to face it, with creativity, innovation, hard work, 

helping each other, and commitment.

ICTs more, how to use some apps for teaching remotely, some tips and 

tricks of computing; consequently, remote classes were improved little by 

little.

By

Carlos Rafael Castillo Rosado
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Figure 12. Boca del Rio
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